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Background
The widespread availability of the personal computer is leadin g to changes in the ways
that students compose and submit written tasks. Increasing inumbers of students now
are more comfortable in composing a written response direc.ly into a word processor
rather than writing the response in longhand and getting it typed when finished. In
some schools, many students have been using laptops to compose and edit their written
responses throughout their entire stay at school. It is argued I hat they are comfortable
working in this way and that to compose an essay in longhand now would be somewhat
unnatural. In the US, Russell and Plati (2001) have argued t: at requiring students to
generate responses to open-ended items by pen and paper under-estimates the achieve-
ment of students accustomed to writing using a computer. ]n Great Britain, Hartley
(1993) refers to a student who was forbidden by the teacher to use a computer when
writing essays, as the examinations required longhand. The present study took place
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Abstract
A two-part study, involving 14- to 1 5-year-old high school students, compared
two modes of responding to free response examination questions: by computer
and, the traditional way, by pen and paper. In Part 1, both the computer group
(n = 5 7) and the pen and paper group (n = 52) were formed by random assign-
ment. They answered three essay questions from a 1997 external English test
which were holistically marked. In Part 2, the computer group (n = 88) and
the pen and paper group (n = 53) chose their preferred method of response.
They answered two essay questions from a 1999 externEl English test, which
were analytically marked using standards-referenced criteria. For four of the
five questions. there were no significant differences betwemn the pen and paper
response marks and the computer response marks when presented in their
original formats. When the pen and paper responses were word-processed,
markers tended to award higher marks to the handwritten scripts.
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in New South Wales, Australia where the system of external examining is currently
based on the students writing out their answers in longhand. Many other countries
have a similar system.

On the other hand, many students do not have ready access to a personal computer
and have only had experience in responding by longhand. To them, it would be natural
to continue to respond to examination questions in this way. Further, there is the mass
of students who would have had varying degrees of exposure to word processors but
would not have had the extensive experience in their use of the first group mentioned
above. This leads to the question of whether all groups of students can be accommodated
in public examinations by responding to the questions in the mode that best suits them
and whether this is fair to all groups.

The argument for claiming computer-using students would be disadvantaged if denied
their use in examinations needs to be made explicit. Presumably it rests on the
assumption that their longhand essay writing skills would have deteriorated somewhat
through lack of practice, or that composing an essay by word-processing somehow inter-
feres with and reduces performance in composing an essay by longhand. To test this
assumption requires a design with two groups equivalent in measured achievement at
a given time, before embarking on different treatments: one continuing in longhand
essay writing and the other responding by computer. After a given time, perhaps corres-
ponding to six years of secondary school, the groups would be retested in responding
by longhand. If the computer group mean was significantly lower, one could claim
evidence of this kind of disadvantage. There have been few studies of this nature. Dalton
and Hannafin (1987) conducted a study where the time period was a year and the
computer group worked two exercises each week, but found no significant difference
between the two groups when tested on a longhand essay writing task.

An opposing viewpoint is that groups using computers in examinations may be
advantaged in relation to others responding by longhand, through being able to use the
special features of computers. Respondents by computer can set down their ideas more
quickly, knowing that individual sentences and the essay as a whole can be re-organised
and improved through the cutting and pasting of text and so on. If sufficiently experi-
enced in computer usage, respondents could use these features to gain an advantage.

This study was intended to address three questions that arise from a consideration of
the experimental designs in the literature:

1. Do raters vary when judging handwritten versus computer printout of the same text?
2. For equivalently matched groups, does writing on computer versus writing on paper

give similar mean scores when presented in the same format?
3. For equivalently matched groups, does writing on computer versus writing on paper

give similar mean scores when presented in their original formats?

The studies discussed below show the range of designs that have been employed to deal
with these three questions. The first question was addressed directly in a study by
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Arnold. Legas. Obler. Pachero. Russell and Umbdenstock (1990). Essay responses that
wvere originally handwritten were word-processed and marked using the same procedures as
the originals. They found that the original handwritten essays received higher scores on
average than the word-processed versions. Similar studies by Sweedler-Brown (1991. 1992)
also found that handwritten essays were favoured over their wcrd-processed equivalents.

In Wolfe. Bolton. Feltovich and Welch (1994). two self-sele-ted groups attempted a
writing task. one using a computer. the other using pen and paper. The responses were
then transcribed to the other form: ie. the computer responses were handwritten and
the handwritten responses were word-processed. Although pen and paper produced
scripts received higher scores in handwritten form than word-pracessed form. the opposite
occurred for computer-produced scripts. The latter receivec higher scores in word-
processed form than handwritten form.

Powers. Fowles. Farnum and Ramsey (1994). conducted two studies in which the same
students answered two extended response questions. one by computer and the other by
pen and paper. All computer responses were later handwritten and all pen and paper
responses were later word-processed. In the first study, a st-ong effect was found in
favour of handwritten responses over word-processed responses. When originally hand-
written responses were word-processed. the mean was lowered substantially. When the
originally word-processed responses were later handwritten. the mean increased slightly.
This interaction was statistically significant. To remove the strong effect of markers
giving higher marks to handwritten essays. a new set of mark2rs were given a different
training program and the experiment repeated with the sarne essay responses. This
ameliorated the effect but did not remove it.

The second question. concerning a judgement of the quality of the writing in different
modes under the same format, has also been addressed in the literature. In the second
study by Powers et al. (1994). the computer responses were favoured over the pen
and paper responses (both averaged over the two formats). For each of the handwritten
and word-processed formats. the computer response average was higher than the
pen and paper average. Snyder (1993) studied two groups that were equivalent on
various assessment measures. one responding by pen and paper. the other by computer.
In a similar design by Russell (1999), the two groups were randomly assigned. In both
studies. the pen and paper responses were word-processed to give the same format as
the computer responses. and compared to the latter. In Snyder. the computer response
marks were significantly higher. In Russell. there was little di 'ference in two language
tests but in an open-ended Science test. the computer respo:lses were favoured. In a
later study. Russell and Plati (2001) found (at both Grade 8 and Grade 1() level) that
computer responses were favoured over pen and paper resgonses when both were
presented in word-processed format. The latter three studies seemingly assumed that
the appropriate comparison was between computer produced essays and pen and paper
essays thzat vere word-processed. If the findings relating to the first question are justified.
it would have been more beneficial for the pen and paper group to have their original
(not word-processed) essays compared to the computer responses.
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The third question was addressed in a large scale study by Bridgeman and Cooper
(1998). Here 3470 students took both equated versions of the Graduate Management
Admissions Test (GMAT), answering one by computer and the other by pen and paper.
Both versions required two 30 minute essays. The pen and paper responses (in their
original form) gained higher marks than the computer responses. This result did
not vary across gender, ethnicity or ESL. A different result was obtained in the Powers,
Fowles, Farnum and Ramsey (1994) second study. This found no significant difference
between handwritten pen and paper responses and word-processed computer responses.
A third result was obtained by the Wolfe, Bolton, Feltovich and Bangert (1996) study
in which students attempted two pre-equated narrative questions, answering one by
computer and the other by pen and paper, in their original formats. Conflicting results
were obtained, with an interaction between the question and the mode of response-
pen and paper produced essays scored higher on one question and computer responses
scored higher on the other. One would not have expected this result if the questions
were effectively pre-equated.

The above review suggests some consistency in the literature for the first two questions,
but not much consistency for the third question. For Question 1, a consistent effect is that
when originally handwritten responses are word-processed and re-marked, the marks
are generally lowered. However, when responses by computer are later handwritten and
re-marked, the new marks can be either lower (Wolfe et al., 1994) or higher (Powers
et al., 1994). For Question 2, most studies seem to favour responding by computer,
when the results are presented in word-processed format, although some comparisons
gave no significant difference. For Question 3, when the two methods were compared
in their original formats, one study favoured pen and paper (Bridgeman and Cooper,
1998), one gave no difference (Powers et al., 1994) and one gave mixed results within
the one study, depending on the essay question (Wolfe et al., 1996). A summary of the
salient features of these studies is presented in Table 1.

One of the strongest positive correlates of high essay scores is the length of the essay
in words (Page, 1966; Page, 1968; Page and Petersen, 1995). Reid and Findlay (1986,
12) argue that "The longer essays correlate significantly with quality writing because
they demonstrate development within paragraphs, structural completeness and scribal
fluency...". Reviews by Cochrane-Smith (1991) and Hawisher (1988) indicate that
responding by computer tends to produce longer answers for essays in general. The
studies by Powers et al. (1994), Russell (1999), and Russell and Plati (2001) also
indicate that this holds for examination settings. This suggests that responding by
computer has the potential to lead to higher marks through producing longer essay
responses.

Method
To examine the above issues under conditions in the NSW education system, a two-part
study was conducted at a large independent school in Sydney, Part 1 using 1997 test
data and Part 2 using 2000 test data.

C British Educational Communications and Technology Agency, 2002.
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Table 1: Summary of some selected studies

Study Sample sizes Students Results

Arnold et al. (1990)

Sweedler-Brown (1991)

Sweedler-Brown (1992)

Wolfe et al. (1994)

Powers etal. (1994)

Snyder (1993)

Russell (1999)

Russell et al. (2001)

Wolfe et al. (1996)

Bridgeman et al. (1998)

300 scripts in both WP
and HW formats

61 scripts in both WP
and HW formats
27 scripts in WP,
HW (neat), and
11W (messy) formats
2 groups: 80 in PP,
77 in PC. Scripts were
transcribed to the
other format
32 cases do 2 essays,
one by PP, the other by
PC. Each was transcribed
to the other format.

2 groups: 25 cases
use PP, 26 use PC.
HW converted to WP
2 groups for each course
Lang Arts 1: 57 in PP,
60 in PC
Lang Arts 2: 45 in PP,
55 in PC
Science: 51 in PP.
51 in PC
Grade 8: 85 in PP,
59 in PC
Grade 10: 74 in PP,
71 in PC
437 do Task 1 (PC),
Task 2 (PP)
337 do Task 1 (PP),
Task 2 (PC)
3470 cases do both PP
& PC forms of GMAT

Mixed ages,
college
(mostly
part time)
1st year
college
1st year
college

Grade 10
school

PP(HW) > PP(WP)

PP(HW) > PP(WP)

PP(HW-neat) > PP(WP)

PP(HW) > PP(WP)
PC(HW) < PC(WP)

Mixed ages, Ex 1: PP(HW) > PP(WP)
college nsd: PC v PP (averaged)

Ex 2: HW > WP
(averaged)
nsd: PP(HW) v PC(WP)
PC > PP (averaged)

Year 8 PC(WP) > PP(WP)
(1 3-y-o)

Grade 8 LAI: nsd PC(WP) v
school PP(WP)

LA2: nsd PC(WP) v
PP(WP)
Sci: PC(WP) > PP(WP)

Grade 8
school
Grade 10
school
Grade 10
school

College
students
taking
GMAT

G8: PC(WP) > PP(WP)

G10: PC(WP) > PP(WP)

Tl: PC(WP) > PP(HW)
T2: PC(WP) < PP(HW)
ie, interaction: task &
method
PP(HW) > PC(WP)

PP(HAW): pen and paper method, handwritten format
PP(WP): pen and paper method, word-processed format
PC(WP): computer method, word-processed format
PC(HW): computer method, handwritten format
nsd: no significant difference
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Part 1
In Part 1, Year 9 students (ages 14-15) attempted a 1997 Year 10 externalEnglish test
under public examination conditions at the same time as the Year 10 students. Two
groups were randomly formed, having near identical means and standard deviations
on the school assessment mark, one responding by computer (n = 5 7) and the other by
pen and paper (n = 52). The computer group used the school's networked PCs in three
classrooms.

The computer responses were printed and stapled into answer booklets and were later
handwritten by students in other classes into further copies of the answer booklets. The
pen and paper group handwrote their responses directly into the answer booklets. Their
responses were later word-processed by experienced clerical staff and the printed
responses stapled into the answer booklets. The students and clerical staff involved in
the transcription were instructed to reproduce all the idiosyncrasies of the original text.
These scripts were marked by six markers as part of the normal marking operation. The
marking used an holistic marking procedure, with five categories, A, B, C, D and E.
Markers would first assign a script to one of these categories and then indicate whether
the script was high, middling or low within the category. General descriptors were given
for each category and prior to the commencement of marking, sample scripts were
extracted that served as exemplars of typical work within each category. Procedures
were established to ensure that no marker received the same script in both forms.

Each student responded to three extended response questions which will be referred to
here as Sections A, B and C. Section A: Reading (10 marks), allowed 15 minutes
to respond to stimulus material. Section B: Literature/Mass media (30 marks), based
on a long piece of stimulus material, allowed 30 minutes for writing. Section C: Writing
(30 marks), allowed 30 minutes to write a story based on any one of nine pieces of
stimulus material.

Part 2
In Part 2, Year 9 students attempted two essays from the 1999 external test, a year
after the examination was originally held. They will be referred to here as Sections D
and E. In contrast to Part 1, the groups were not formed by random assignment.
Two groups were identified, differing slightly on a school assessment measure: those
who wished to respond by computer and those who wished to respond by pen and
paper. Using frequency distributions of the groups on the school assessment. students
were systematically deleted from the larger group (the computer group) to give similar
frequency distributions on the school assessment.

The computer group (n = 88) brought their own laptops and were supplied with floppy
disks with template documents on which to prepare their responses. Most used a recent
version of Microsoft Word to respond, but some had older or alternative software.
Students responding by pen and paper (n = 53) were issued with plenty of writing paper
to ensure equity with the computer group.

C British Educational Communications and Technology Agency, 2002.
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The computer responses were later handwritten by students in other classes at the
school and the pen and paper responses were later word-p-ocessed by hired clerical
staff. In transcribing the scripts. care was taken to preserve peculiarities in the spelling.
punctuation and layout.

Section D (10 marks. allow 15 minutes) required at least 150 words in writing a formal
letter to a newspaper editor arguing for or against the viewpoint expressed in stimulus
material. Section E (20 marks, allow 25 minutes) require(d the writing of a formal
speech designed to persuade a committee. Whereas the Part 1 scripts were marked
holistically, the Part 2 scripts were marked strictly accord ng to given criteria. For
Section D. these four criteria were sentence structure, gramm ar. language and vocabu-
larv and effective communication. For Section E. the seven criteria were form, spelling.
punctuation. paragraphing, language and vocabulary. sustained development of ideas.
and effective communication. The marking was conducted by six experienced markers,
all of whom had marked at least one of the two questions during the actual test marking
in 1999. A summary of the requirements for the five questions is given below in Table 2.

Results
Comparison of presentation formats and response modes
The data analysis design required an unbalanced repeated measures ANOVA which
was performed using the General Linear Model (GLM). The full ANOVA tables are given
in the Appendix-the probability levels will be repeated in the text where appropriate.

The two methods of response (computer vs pen and paper) and two formats for pre-
sentation (handwritten vs typed) gave four mean scores for each question. To facilitate
comparisons among these means, they were converted to stan lard score form (z scores).
These z scores were then graphed with the same scale on th- vertical axis so that the
results for each question could be visually compared (see Fig ares 1 and 2 below).

In Figure 1. it can be seen that Sections A and B show a similar pattern. In each case.
the line connecting the two means from the handwriting fornat is above the line con-
necting the two means from the typed format. These lines do not deviate significantly
from parallel. indicating no interaction between method of response and presentation
format. Although the handwritten means are consistently above the typed means.
these differences do quite not reach statistical significance in these cases (p = 0.14 for A:
p =0.10 for B).

For A. the computer response mean (averaged over both methods of presentation).
although higher. is not significantly higher than the pen and paper response mean. For
B. however. the average computer response mean is significantly higher than the pen
and paper response mean (p < 0.05).

For Section C the pattern is quite different. The means for the typed responses (averaged
over both methods of presentation), are significantly above tlose for the handwritten
responses (p = 0.002). As in the previous cases, the lines do not deviate significantly

C British Educationail Comrnunications anid Technology Agencyv 2002.
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Table 2: Summary of questions

Mark Suggested
Question value writing time Task

A 10 marks 15 mins Stimulus material: contains text, photo and map of
Snowy River, NSW Students asked to write on how
the words, pictures & other features in the material
encourage people to appreciate their environment
and to visit such places.

B 30 marks 30 mins Stimulus material: story on visit to grandmother in
nursing home. Quest. asks what do we learn about
the characters & how does the writer bring them to
life. Suggestions to consider include the characters'
feelings, their relationships, the writer's language.

C 30 marks 30 mins Stimulus material: 9 separate items, 5 comprising a
few sentences of text setting a scene, 4 comprising
drawings of scenes. Quest: write a story on one of
these items. Do not write a poem or draw a cartoon.

D 10 marks 15 mins Stimulus material: an article entitled 'A rage for
curiosity" which criticises young people for being
bored and lacking curiosity. Quest: write a formal
letter to a newspaper editor, arguing for or against
the views expressed.

E 20 marks 25 mins Quest: Think about a particular challenge that
appeals to you or a personal goal you would like to
achieve. Imagine that your school is offering support
under a new Personal Challenge Scheme. Write a
formal speech to be delivered to a committee of
parents and teachers, convincing them that you
should receive support under this scheme. Your
speech could include:
* a description of your challenge or goal
* reasons why this challenge or goal is important

to you
* an explanation of how you plan to pursue your

challenge or goal
* your arguments why the committee should

support you.

from parallel, indicating no interaction between method of response and presentation
format. In addition, for Section C, responding by computer gives significantly higher
means than responding by pen and paper (p = 0.000).

From Figure 2, it can be seen that Section D has a similar pattern to Sections A and B
in the 199 7 data. For Section D, however, the difference between the handwritten means
(averaged over the two response methods) and the typed means is statistically
significant (p < 0.05). In addition, there is no significant difference between the two
response methods (computer vs. pen and paper).

© British Educational Communications and Technology Agency, 2002.
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1997 Section A

Pen and paper CompL ter

Method of response

1997 Section B

Handwrtten
,,~~~~~.4

,,.--' - Typed
U-.-

Pen and paper

Method of response

1997 Section C

Computer

Pen and paper Computer

Method of response

Figure 1: Part I comparisons
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1999 Section D

Pen and paper

Method of response
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Figure 2: Part 2 comparisons

For Section E, the pattern is different to that of the other questions. There is a
statistically significant (p < 0.05) interaction between the method of response and the
presentation format. For responding by pen and paper, the mean of the handwritten
responses is higher than the mean of the typed responses. The opposite occurs for
responses by computer. This pattern also occurred in Wolfe et al. (1994).

Comparison between methods in their original forms
The statistical tests described above have compared a computer response mean with
a pen and paper response mean with these means averaged across the handwritten
and typed formats. But in a practical marking setting, the comparison of interest is
responses by pen and paper (in handwritten format) versus responses by computer
(in typed format). These means were statistically compared and in most cases there
were no significant differences between the two methods (A, p = 0.9 75; B, p = 0.3 63;
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D. p = 0.469: and E. p = 0.569). Only for Section C was the comparison highly
significant in favour of responding by the computer (p = 0.000).

Lengthi of response
This issue was tested with the data from Part 2. Three indices ol length were obtained-
a word count. the number of pages when typed and the number of pages when hand-
written. When the pen and paper responses were later word-processed to Times Roman
12 pitch single spacing. the number of physical pages for the res onses was substantially
reduced. For Section D. the average reduction was 7 3.1% and for Section E the reduction
was 73.9%/O for word processing based on single spacing. Conversely, when the computer
responses were later handwritten, the former as a percentage of the latter was 76.6°%
for D and 76.1 %,' for E. Thus, as a rough figure. one could say that a single-spaced typed
response would be about three quarters of a written response. Given that the length
based on physical appearance could have influenced the markers. it may have been
better to use one and a half spacing in word-processing the written responses.

The above is concerned only with the physical appearance and not the length of response
(word count). The latter is given below in Figure 3 which shows boxplots of the number
of words for each response method for each question.

Each boxplot shows a rectangle giving the difference between the 25th and 75th
percentiles. with the median score represented by the horizontal line in the middle of
the rectangle. Outliers are shown by circles with the associated case number. The maxi-
mum and minimum values that are not outliers are shown zs other horizontal lines
(the whiskers).

For Section D. the computer responses are generally longer with a median of 273 words.
compared to 237 words for pen and paper. They are also more variable in length, as
indicated by the wider box and the greater distance between the whiskers. In particular.
there are two outriders in the response by computer that are well above any other
student (cases 111 and 123). Whereas the median candidate typed 273 words, case
number 111 typed 613 words.

For Section E. a similar pattern emerges. but with the difference in the medians not so
pronounced (298 words for computer. 283 words for pen and pEper). The effective maxi-
mum (excluding outriders) for the computer responses. however, was substantially
above the that for the pen and paper responses. The difference in mean word count was
significant (p < 0.05) for Section D but did not reach statistical significance for Section E.

Reliability of marking
As the markings in both Part 1 and Part 2 replicated the single marking of the external
tests. no direct estimate of the marker reliabilitv wvas available. Howvever, an estimate of
marker reliability of the marking population from which the markers were drawn can
be obtained. The marker reliability for another external examination question, the
holistically marked Writing (which was double marked) was 0. 63. This value, while not

t' British Educational ('ommunications and Technology Agency. 2(002.
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Part D

0111
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T
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N = 53 88
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Response method

Part E
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Pen and paper

88
Computer

Response method

Figure 3: Boxplots of the word countfor each method within each question

high in absolute terms, is consistent with other studies of essay marking reliability
(eg, Cohen andDeale, 1977; Page, 1994). The small group of markers involved in these
experiments were far more experienced than the average marker, suggesting that the
value of 0.63 would be a conservative estimate.

Discussion
The first two questions considered in this paper assume that no interaction exists
between response method and format. For example, in asking whether responding by

C British Educational Communications and Technology Agency, 2002.
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pen and paper or computer gives higher quality writing, one assumes that whatever
result is obtained would hold no matter what format is used. Th is the result in Section E
gives no clear interpretation. This interaction between method of response and pre-
sentation format also occurred in two other studies reviewed, Wolfe et al. (1994) and
Powers et al. (1994). In the present study the original format dlways received a higher
average mark than the transcribed format. This could be explained by postulating
that the transcription process degraded the responses in some subtle way. despite
the care taken to reproduce all the peculiarities of the spelling, grammar and layout.
However. this fails to explain why Section D showed no interac -ion while Section E did.
The differences between the questions can be seen from Table 2. In D. the students were
required to read a long piece of stimulus material, whereas E required no stimulus
material. In D. the students had the stimulus material as a cor.stant point of reference
which could be used to structure their responses, whereas E required the students to
create a suitable challenge from their imagination. Another ostensible difference between
these two questions was the length of response. with D having a shorter expected writ-
ing time of 15 minutes compared to 2 5 minutes for E. However it is difficult to link any
of the differences between the questions to a plausible explanation of the interaction.

Regarding Question 1. of the five questions analysed, three questions gave similar
results in terms of the most favoured format (A, B and D). It would seem that for these
questions, it is better to have the responses presented in the handwritten format rather
than typed. This is consistent with most other studies cited ealier. The exception was
Section C where the typed responses averaged significantly higher than the written
responses for both methods of responding, against the trend of results in the literature.
However this question was unusual in that it was extremely oDen-ended with holistic
marking. The students were simply asked to write a story ba,ed on any one of nine
quite different pieces of stimulus material (see Table 2). In tFese circumstances, the
candidates would spend less time on techniques such as plE nning and integrating
material into a reasoned response and more time on the creative flow of ideas. This type
of question is now no longer in use under the current system af standards-referenced
examining, in which the questions are now more structured, stating explicitly what
candidates are expected to do and the marking reflects this. The responses for C were
noted at the time to be much longer than the responses for A and B (although a word
count was not taken). and in these circumstances, the perceived problem of the typed
scripts being shorter in length may not have applied. Given that the responses were
generally lengthy, it may be that for the typed responses, the advantages of neatness
and readibility came into play and that the typing was thus f'avoured over long and
harder-to-read written scripts.

For Question 2. of the four sections not incurring an interaction, two gave a significant
difference between the methods when averaged over the presentation formats. These
were Sections B and C. From Table 2, it can be seen that these were the two longest
essays with 30 minutes writing time. It is possible that using a computer is most
advantageous when used with longer essays. Several studies have shown that responses
by computer under examination conditions tend to be longer than pen and paper

c British Educational Communications and Technology Agency. 2002.
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responses, and this also occurred in the present study. Given that an essay's score tends to

be correlated with its length, one would expect the computer responses to be favoured.
Perhaps these factors are most clearly exhibited in the longer samples of writing produced
under longer time limits.

Question 3 considers the important practical question of comparing pen and paper
responses with computer responses in their original formats. In a practical marking
setting, it is unlikely that the responses by pen and paper would be word-processed and
even more unlikely that the responses by computer would be written up by hand. It
was found that for four of the five essays, there were no significant differences between
the two methods of response. These results are influenced by two opposing factors. The
computer responses tend to be longer, which works in their favour, but the pen and
paper responses are handwritten, which offsets this advantage. The upshot is that when
comparing a response by pen and paper in its handwritten form to a response by
computer in typed form there usually is little difference between the mean scores. A
good example of this occurs in Section B, where the method result favours computer
responses but the format result favours the handwritten mode, providing a cancelling
effect.

The above conclusion held for Sections A, B, D and E. This result, of course, represents
an average effect. For individual students, one method may be highly favoured over the
other. For example, from the boxplots in Figure 3, it can be seen that case number 111
is a outrider in the number of words produced on both D and E. This student is obviously
a very able typist.

While these studies have provided useful information, further work is suggested. The
handwritten scripts that were later typed were presented in single spaced format. This
resulted in their physical page length being less than three quarters of the physical page
length of a handwritten script. The question arises as to whether they would be marked
more favourably if they were double spaced. In attempting to reduce the mean differ-
ence between handwritten and typed scripts, Powers et al. (1994) changed the spacing
from single to double and, in a subsequent re-marking, did reduce (but not eliminate)
this difference. However, this is confounded by the fact that the new group of markers
were given a different training, so the relative contributions of each of these factors to
this result are unclear. Any further work in this area could consider equalising the
physical length of the pages by adjusting the margins, typeface and spacing.

The results of this study may be summarised as follows. Firstly, in marking essays there
is a tendency for the handwritten format to be favoured over the word-processed format.
Some reasons advanced for this effect include the following: markers have higher
expectations for typed essays; markers can identify text errors more easily in typed

essays; markers have more difficulty identifying the author's "voice" in typed essays.
Another reason for this result could be that the typed version of the response simply
appears to be physically shorter. Secondly, when the presentation formats are equalised,
there is some tendency for the computer response mode to be favoured. This effect

C British Educational Communications and Technology Agency, 2002.
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appeared for the two longest of the five essays in this study. Filially, when the pen and
paper and computer response methods were compared in their original formats, for
four of the five essays there were no significant difference< in their mean scores.
agreeing with the Powers et al. (1994) study.
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Appendix: Repeated measures ANOVAs

Analysis of Variance for A
Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P

METHOD 1 1.7686 1.7686 1.7686 0.65 0.422
FORMAT 1 2.0229 1.9310 1.9310 2.22 0.139
METHOD*FORMAT 1 0.4631 0.4631 0.4631 0.53 0.467
STUDENT(METHOD) 107 290.8278 290.8278 2.7180 3.13 0.000
Error 107 93.0140 93.0140 0.8693
Total 217 388.0963

Analysis of Variance for B
Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P

METHOD 1 26.232 26.232 26.232 4.04 0.047
FORMAT 1 5.945 6.234 6.234 2.70 0.103
METHODWFORMAT 1 1.775 1.775 1.775 0.77 0.383
STUDENT(METHOD) 107 694.310 694.310 6.489 2.81 0.000
Error 107 247.280 247.280 2.311
Total 217 975.541

Analysis of Variance for C
Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P

METHOD 1 98.850 98.850 98.850 13.77 0.000
FORMAT 1 34.720 35.420 35.420 9.77 0.002
METHOD*FORMAT 1 2.025 2.025 2.025 0.56 0.456
STUDENT(METHOD) 107 768.251 768.251 7.180 1.98 0.000
Error 107 387.754 387.754 3.624
Total 217 1291.601

Analysis of Variance for D
Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P

METHOD 1 0.561 0.561 0.561 0.17 0.677
FORMAT 1 5.419 5.065 5.065 4.56 0.035
METHOD*FORMAT 1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.986
ID(METHOD) 139 446.274 446.274 3.211 2.89 0.000
Error 139 154.501 154.501 1.112
Total 281 606.756

Analysis of Variance for E
Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adi MS F P

METHOD 1 5.379 5.379 5.379 0.34 0.562
FORMAT 1 4.813 0.174 0.174 0.03 0.856
METHOD*FORMAT 1 47.322 47.322 47.322 8.99 0.003
ID(METHOD) 139 2212.259 2212.259 15.916 3.02 0.000
Error 139 731.752 731.752 5.264
Total 281 3001.525
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